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Introduction

Natural language inference is one of the generic problems of natural language understanding. To account for this problem, I develop a theorem prover based on an analytic tableau
method for Natural Logic, a logic terms of which resemble linguistic forms. The prover employs syntactically and semantically motivated schematic rules that makes its decision procedure
transparent. Unlike most of the RTE systems, it can also reason over several premises. Pairing the prover with a syntactic parser and a preprocessor generating logical forms results in a
proof system for natural language. After evaluation on the unseen SICK data, the system obtains competitive accuracy (81%) with almost perfect precision (98%).

Natural Tableau

Producing LLFs for wide-coverage text

Natural Tableau is an analytic tableau system for Natural Logic [7]: a proof
system for a version of high-order logic based on a simply typed λ calculus
with lexical constants. The formulas of the logic are called Lambda Logical
Forms (LLFs) and resemble linguistic forms:

Since a function-argument application is central for both, LLFs and Categorial Grammars, it is reasonable to obtain LLFs from Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [8] derivations produced
by the state-of-the-art CCG parsers—the C&C parser [2, 3] and EasyCCG [4]. LLFs can serve as an

some(et)(et)t birdet (not(et)et flyet) → not((et)(et)t)(et)(et)t all(et)(et)t birdet flyet

Producing an LLF from a CCG derivation tree consists of several steps:

#

#

A : [B, C] : X

1 : not all bird fly : [ ] : T
2 : some bird (not fly) : [ ] : F

push

#

A : [B, C] : X
#

A B : [C] : X

4push[3]

A : [c] : T
B : [c] : F

∀F

5not[4] : all : [bird, fly] : F

B : [d] : F
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∃F

pull[6]

not A : [C] : X
#

A : [C] : X
#
A : [C] : T
#

×

10

: bird : [c] : F
12≤×[8,10] : ×
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∃F [2]

13

≤×, A ≤ B
A closure sign stands
for a contradiction

There
NP
there
EX

: not fly : [c] : F

not[11]

: fly : [c] : T
14≤×[9,13] : ×

Chaining a CCG parser, the LLG generator and the Natural Tableau prover
results in a theorem prover for natural language, LangPro.
LangPro
CCG Parser
LLF Generator
Tableau Prover
LLF Aligner

IR contains 20/50
rules before/after
learning [1]
KB uses only
hyponymy and
antonymy relations of WordNet

Proof Engine
Inventory of Rules
Knowledge Base

LLFs
DRT

Type-raising quantified
NPs. In case of several
quantified NPs, due to
scope ambiguity, several
LLFs are obtained.

Qn,np(who0 V N )

who V (Qn,npN )

s
np, s

fa[S\NP ]
is
fa[NP ]
(S\NP )/NP
no
ba[N ]
be
NP/N
VBZ
lx[N \N, S\NP ]
no one
N
DT
fa[S\NP ]
one

Lexical entries contain:
token, CCG category,
lemma and POS-tag.
Non-terminal nodes are
labeled by CCG rules
and the final category.

LangPro: architecture & algorithm

Shared complex
terms are treated
as constants that
results in shorter
proofs.

Correcting CCG terms:
PER]
[DowPER
Jones
Dow Jonesnp
n,n
n np
nobodynp
non,np personn
[icen]np
an,np icen
[twon,n dogsn]np
twon,np dogsn
[workingnp,s]n,n
who(np,s),n,n working

Removing directionality:
Y \X and Y/X
(x, y)
ba(AX , FY \X )
FA
fxc(FZ/Y , AY \X )
λx. F (Ax)
tr(T/(T \X), AX )
λx. xA
lx(Y, AX )
[AX ]Y
conj(Cconj , AX )
CX,X,X A

: all bird fly : [ ] : F

∃F [2]

Fixed CCG Term

ba[S]

8
: bird : [c] : T
9∀F [7] : fly : [c] : F

not

CCG Term

FOL

Example of converting a C&C CCG tree into a fixed CCG term and then LLFs

∀F [7]

#

B : [C] : F

A tableau starts
: not all : [bird, fly] : T with a counterexample

6pull[5] : all bird : [fly] : F

some A B : [ ] : F
A : [d] : F

3push[1] : not all bird : [fly] : T

pull

all A B : [ ] : F

CCG Tree

A tableau tries to refute an argument

Tableau rules
A B : [C] : X

abstract logical form
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no
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who cutting
np, np, s
WDT
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VBG
s
tomato

cutting
fa[NP ]
(S\NP )/N P
tomatoes
cut
N
VBG
tomato

There is no one cutting tomatoes

np

DT

DT

NNS

input: ({pi}n1 , h);
//accepts multiple premises
if CCGparse(pi, Pi)
& CCGparse(h, H)
& LLFgen(Pi, [Pi, . . .])
& LLFgen(H, [H, . . .])
then
LLF_Aligner([P1, . . . , Pn, H]);optional
case tab{Pi : T, H : F}, tab{Pi : T, H : T}
closed, open: return entailment;
open, closed: return contradiction;
open, open:
return neutral;
closed, closed: return entailment;
report Non-determinism;
else
return neutral;
report Obtaining LLFs failed;

There
np
there

NN

be(no(who(cut(s tomato))person))there

The LLFs obtained from the fixed CCG term:
no person with a wide scope
tomatoes with a wide scope



no who (λx. s tomato (λy. cut y x)) person λz. be z there


s tomato λy. no who (cut y) person λz. be z there



Conservative extension of a type system = syntactic types + semantic types

8 LLFs only with basic semantic types e, t: poor context matching and poor NL generation;
4 LLFs with both syntactic and semantic types: syntactic information enriches context matching
(important for tableau rule applications) and facilitates generation of hypotheses.
A sub-typing relation over types allows interaction between syntactic and semantic types:
Hence, LLFs like tomaton ce and onnp,pp ce de,
(a) e v np, s v t, n v et, pp v et;
found in tableaux, are well-formed LLFs of type t.
(b) (α1, α2) v (β1, β2) iff β1 v α1 and α2 v β2;

Online demo: http://tinyurl.com/emnlp-langpro

Here, an extra typing rule is used that says:
if A is of type α and α v β, then A is of type β too.

Learning on sick-trial / Development on sick-train / Evaluation on sick-test
Learning on sick-trial (500 problems) [5]:
Learning procedure
input: ({Pi}n1 , H, answer);
//C&C parse trees
1 LLFgen(Pi, [Pi, . . .]); LLFgen(H, [H, . . .]);
2 case answer, tab{Pi : T, H : F}, tab{Pi : T, H : T}
entailment, closed, open:
halt;
contradict, open,
closed: halt;
neutral,
open,
open:
halt;
3 otherwise
4* if Pi or H is incorrect then
try to fix LLFgen; go to 1;
5* else if a rule or a relation is missing then
add it to KB or IR, resp.; go to 2;
6 else halt;
* Carried out manually

Development defines an efficient (50) and
an effective (800) upper bounds for rule
applications. Efficiency of PE is also shown.
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Error Analysis on sick-trial & train:
false positives represent dubious cases;
parser errors are often a reason for failure.
Gold/LP Problem: (premise, conclusion)
It is raining on a walking man
E/N A man is walking in the rain
There is no girl in white dancing
E/N A girl in white is dancing
Someone is playing with a toad
N/E Someone is playing with a frog
A man is playing a guitar
C/C A man is not playing a guitar
A couple is not looking at a map
N/C A couple is looking at a map

On sick-test LangPro gets high results and
proves problems solved by none of top systems:
The woman is not wearing glasses or a headdress →
¬ A woman is wearing an Egyptian headdress

Systems at SemEval [6] Prec% Rec%
Illinois-LH
81.56 81.87
ECNU
84.37 74.37
UNAL-NLP
81.99 76.80
SemantiKLUE
85.40 69.63
The Meaning Factory
93.63 60.64
LangPro Hybrid-800 97.95 58.11
*NutCracker
Baseline (majority)
C&C-based: 79.93
Combines answers based on
EasyCCG-bsd:79.05
both C&C and EasyCCG trees

Acc%
84.57
83.64
83.05
82.32
81.59
81.35
78.40
56.69

Conclusion
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